
 

If the amp needs to be replaced I have been looking at a couple of options. 
First I would love to buy a Draconia from you and your team, since my buddy 
Brian Even just purchased one from you a couple of weeks ago.  This is an 
incredible amplifier and I would love to replace my Gemini with this device. 
Since I am now 33 years old and I have 2 kids, my wife doesn't see this as 
having the same priority though.  So I am looking at an ESX Q604.4 amp on 
Ebay 
 
Also talking to my friend that purchased the Draconia, he stated that you 
were looking for some feedback on this amplifier.  First and foremost I want 
to say this is one of the greatest amplifiers I have seen in a long time. 
Great to see the comeback of a high quality amplifier that Zed Audio has 
been able to reproduce over and over.  I like the fact that this amplifier 
is not to complex and provides good clean power to a car audio system.  The 
only negative feedback I would have is the size of this amplifier.  This 
thing is huge, being an older guy that likes to have a stealth kick ass 
system in his everyday driver.  I would like to see this be a little bit 
smaller.  We normally have a hard enough time trying to figure out where to 
hide the subs, yet the amplifier as well.  It is fortunate that Brian and I 
both have full size dodge pickups that lend themselves well to hiding this 
gear.  Actually if you could get the size of the of the Draconia down to the 
size of the old Gemini it would perfect, since I have been able to easily 
hide in several vehicles of the past 15 years.  I realize with the physics 
of the cooling that is required though that it is probably impossible.  Also 
I know that the Draconia is the smallest 4 channel amplifier that you 
currently make, but I think there is a large market for a bit smaller 
amplifier.  Maybe you should consider doing a 4x50 with the same electronics 
as the Draconia to hit a price point for the cheap skates like myself.  I 
know if I had the option of buying and older esx or a new amplifier built on 
the same electronics as the Draconia, I would buy your new amplifier hands 
down. 
 
Finally, I think you have a great line of products with your new line of 
amplifiers.  I really think you are hitting a niche in the market of car 
audio amplifiers that isn't there today.  Where have all the good high 
quality American made amps gone?  I really think with a little marketing and 
word of mouth these amps could potentially really take off.  After all why 
would west coast customs put in a JL or Sony amp in when they could put in 
something a little more unique and of higher quality like a zed audio 
amplifier. Hell if I didn't already have a great job at GE I would begging to be a local rep 
 for you guys on this product.  Anyways I think you guys make a great product 
and wish you the very best in your future ventures. 
 
Thanks, 
Todd 
g           Technology Services Group 
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